Abstract-Virtual edge method for point cloud slicing in 3D printing is a very common algorithm due to the advantage of low computational complexity. However, this approach is not robust to density variations. To overcome this shortcoming, in this paper, a concept of column neighborhood is introduced to estimate whether the virtual edge model should be used in certain situations. Concretely, based on the technic of generating a set of multiple contours, we present an improved algorithm for high resolution point cloud slicing. To deal with multiple contours, a classify method based on convex hull is proposed, which reduces considerable calculations and separates each module from the others. At the last step, a method based on minimum angle is proposed to generate a single contour for each class. This algorithm is verified to be efficient by testing on kinds of typical benchmarks.
INTRODUCTION
Additive manufacturing (AM), also referred to as 3D printing, has attracted the interest of media, public and researchers in many fields [1] . So far, various Am processes have been developed. Although the details vary from each other, the 3D model is sliced into a set of 2.5D layered contours along the building direction in all processes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The procedure of 3D printing mainly consists of four major steps: (1) chose the building direction, which can be constant or adaptive. (2) determine layer thickness, which results to uniform slicing or adaptive slicing. (3) generate the contour of each layer. (4) supplement support structure if necessary [7] . In the above four steps, the generation of layer contour directly determines the accuracy of the printed model.
In general, generating layered contour can be realized in three approach. In the first approach, a surface model is constructed from point cloud and then converted to a STL file format. In the second approach, a STL file format is created from point cloud directly. The third approach generate contours from point cloud without other model conversion [8] . However, there are three error sources in the first approach, namely, error between point cloud and surface, error between surface and STL file and error between STL model and layered contours. And two error sources in the second approach similarly [9] . Since there are less error source, and with the development of 3D measurement technology, accurate and dense point clouds can be easily obtained [10] . The third approach become the main research object of researchers.
As for layer contour generation based on point cloud directly, various method have been put forward. These theories can be divided into two categories: a vertical projection approach [8, 11, 12] and a virtual edge approach [13] . The difference between the two theories is the way the points are obtained on the slicing plane. The former directly projects the correlated points onto the slicing plane, and the latter constructs virtual edges according to the correlated points, and calculates the intersection point between the virtual edges and the slicing plane.
Sun et al [14] proposed virtual edge method first in 2006.the method mainly consists of three major steps: (1) Minimum distance based correlated point pair is used to generate virtual edges. (2) The intersection points between the virtual edges and the slicing plane are calculated to generate contours. (3) Edge grouping and edge junction building are proposed to link those points into layered contours. Xu et al [2] put forward a PLSP based layered contour generation, which belong to vertical projection approach. A mathematical model of PLSP of point is derived firstly, then a new weight function is given. In order to guarantee the contour generated on the slicing plane, all correlated points are projected into slicing projection along the building direction. A method based on minimum angel is proposed to generate a contour, and final contour is generated by applying the PLSP method to points of the contour. Zhang et al [15] given a contour generation based on linear fitting. All correlated points are projected onto the slicing plane first, so it belongs to vertical projection approach. A shape-error is given to control the thickness in this method, which means every time the contour is generated, the shape-error is calculated, and the thickness is adjusted if necessary. As for contour generation on slicing plane, the projected points are divided into several neighborhood groups, and the points within each group have good linearity, then a line segment is used to represent the points within a group, the contour is generated by linking all line segments based on minimum distance finally. This paper focuses on two possible problems in the virtual edge model: (1) the number of virtual edges is between 1/3 and 1/2 of the number of correlated points, and some specific details may be ignored. (2) When the distance between the two points of a virtual edge is giant, the intersection point has a larger deviation from both two points of the virtual edge, and some errors may be introduced. However, in vertical projection method, the influence of the distance from the point to the slicing plane on the generated contour is not considered, so some errors are introduced. In this paper, two kinds of projection method are considered, and the concept of column neighborhood is put forward. According to whether the column domain of the correlated point is empty, different projection method is selected, which can greatly reduce the error. In order to handle multiple contours, a new classify method based on convex hull is introduced, which reduces a lot of calculation and separates each module from each other. Finally a contour is generated based on minimum angel for each class. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the compounded projection method and the way to handle multiple contours. In Section 3, the generation of a single contour is showed. The definition of accuracy and example are given in section 4. We summarize our conclusion and give some discussion in the last section.
II. THE POINTS USED TO GENERATE CONTOURS
As mentioned earlier, in this proposed method, the points used to generate a contour or multi-contours on the slicing plane (Abbreviated as compounded projected points later), are produced by projecting the correlated points onto the slicing plane along the building direction, or intersecting the VEs with the slicing plane. Then, the compounded projected points are classified into several classes if necessary, and the compounded projected points in a class are used to generate a single contour. Section 2.1 addresses the approach to the computation of the compounded projected points, section 2.2 will show how to classify the compounded projected points into several classes.
A. Computation of the Compounded Projected Points
As shown in Figure I , slice P is a slicing plane with a height of h in the point cloud, and the layer thickness is  2 , which can be constant or adaptive. The correlated points are classified into two sets according to Z coordinates. namely, for the point
Before introducing the procedure, two definitions are defined firstly:
,the plane distance between these two points is:
The set of compounded projected points Q can be generated by the following procedures:
Step 0. Initialization: Q is empty.
Step 1. Select a point
is empty, jump to step 2; else, jump to step 3.
Step 2. Project point p onto the slicing plane along the building direction, named the projected point as q , Q is updated as } q {  Q ,and P is updated as } p {  P ,jump to step 4.
Step 
Step 4. if P is empty, jump to step 5; else, jump to step 1.
Step 5. Delete the points in Q that are repeated.
As shown in Figure I 
B. Handling Multiple Contours
For multiple contours, most method in other papers generate a contour firstly, then judge whether there are extra points to generate another contour. This idea requires that the algorithm of generating a single contour is accurate enough, otherwise even the number of contours generated may not be consistent with reality. The method proposed in this paper classify points into several classes firstly, and each class generates a single contour later. In this way, each module can be separated from each other, and the contours will not be inconsistent with the reality because of the instability of the single contour generation algorithm.
Before introducing the procedure, two definitions are defined firstly: 
The goal of this method is to classify the compounded projected points set Q into several classes satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The distance between any two classes is greater than a given threshold r .
(2) Any two points in a class can be connected by some other points in the class and some line segments whose length is less than the threshold r .
The several classes can be generated by the following procedures:
Step 0: Initialization: i C are empty, i  , 1 index  . Input the compounded projected points set Q.
Step 1: If Q isn't empty, jump to step 2; else, jump to step 6.
Step 2: Select a point
Step 3: Judge whether there is point whose distance between D is less than r in Q . If it exists, named the points set consists of these points as E , jump to step 4;else,jump to step 5.
Step C .jump to step 1.
Step 6: Output all
The method stores every added points in set D in each operation, instead of being merged into index C immediately, since there is no point whose distance between index C is less than the threshold r in Q, the point set E can be obtained by calculating the distance between the points in Q and D only. If adds the points to index C immediately, it will increase some unnecessary computation. The method proposed in this paper greatly reduces the computational complexity.
III. THE GENERATION OF A SINGLE CONTOUR
After producing the compounded projected points set Q, another method is needed to link it into several contours, since the points in Q are scattered and unordered. Since method proposed in section 2.2 has classified Q into several classes, and there is only one contour in a class, we just introduce the way to generate a single contour from a points set. For multiple contours, the same algorithm is used for each class.in this paper, a projection point band method based on angle minimum is proposed to generate a single contour.
As shown in Figure II 
In step 13-14, the point that has minimum angle is selected as the next contour point, assigning it to i b and increasing the index one, At this point a cycle has been completed. Since the seed point has the minimum x coordinates, in theory, 1 b can be reach again. But in practical application, since the existence of the calculation error, it may not go back to the 1 b . The stop condition is weakened in this paper, when the distance between the current contour point and the seed point is less than the stop threshold, the cycle can be jumped out. In order to get a closed contour, add a point of whether or not the seed point is finally reached, the final contour is the same.
FIGURE III. THE CONTOUR EXTRACTION
As shown in Figure IV , the red points are correlated points in some layer, and the blue polygon is the contour generated by the method proposed in this paper. ACCURACY OF LAYER CONTOUR
The method proposed in this paper has been coded in MATLAB language in a PC. Since there is no uniform definition for the accuracy of layer contour now.in the following, we first introduced the definition of accuracy proposed in this paper in section 4.1, then applied the method to the point cloud of a cat and analyzed the accuracy of this method in section 4.2.
A. The Definition of Accuracy
We take the points set of a layer as an example to introduce this definition. Named the points set of a layer as , and the contour generated by the method proposed in this paper as
,namely, the polygons connected by those points in turn. Take into account that a certain thickness along the contour of the slicing plane should be printed. As shown in Figure V , the black line segment is the distance from the point to the printed contour, and the green line segment is the distance from the point to the contour on the slicing plane. The distance of point to the printed contour is defined as: 
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The smaller the value of the epsilon, the more accurate the contour generated by the method proposed in this paper.
The error of each layer can be used as an evaluation for the accuracy of each layer, and the weighted average of each layer's error can viewed as the evaluation of the accuracy of the whole point cloud.
B. Example
In this section, a point cloud of a cat is used as an example to test the influence of compound projection on the accuracy of layer contour generation. Here we choose the fixed layer thickness, which classified the point cloud into 40 layers, and the average error of each layer was calculated. For the convenience of comparison, the Y coordinate shown in Figure VI is the sum of the distance from each point to the print contour of each layer, namely, the cumulative error: (12) In the implementation of this example, the selection of the related paraments are:
As shown in Figure VI , the red broken line is the cumulative error of each layer after using the composite projection, and the blue broken line is the cumulative error without compound projection. It can be seen that in most cases, the compounded projection reduces the accumulated error of the layer.
FIGURE VI. THE CUMULATIVE ERROR OF EACH LAYER
The cumulative error with the composite projection is sum=38.2369, and the cumulative error without the composite projection is sum=51.672, it decreases about 26%. The point cloud of the cat is shown in Figure VII (A) , and the contour of each layer is shown in Figure VII 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an improved PPB method to generate contour of each layer from a point cloud for 3D printing. The proposed method generate contours from points directly, which skips the complicated model conversion, reduce the time to print the products, and avoid the error induced by model conversion. In order to avoid the two possible problems in traditional virtual edge method, compounded projection is proposed in this paper. As for handling multiple contours, a new classify method based on convex hull is introduced, which separates each module from each other. This method resulted in generating contours more ideally compared to PPB method without compounded projection. This has been demonstrated by our experiment in section 4, the error of the whole point cloud is decreased about 26%. In addition, the classify method has the ability to classify points set into several classes, which can been seen in section 4. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work is supported by the Chinese National Science Foundation under Grant No.11290141.
